WAR PERIL REVIVED
BY DRIVE ON JEWS

Fair Luck For Tonight’s Game

NAZIS DIG UP
GHETTO LAWS
OF DARK AGES

Stale Off Zones Where All Semites Must Live And Do Business

HEBREWS REFUSED FOOD

Poland Retaliates; Seizes German Property To Pay For Refugee Aid

BY United Press

Europe’s search for stable peace faced new difficulties as a result of a rising tide of anti-Semitism on this 20th anniversary of the end of the World War. Great Britain stepped up its efforts to bring about an understanding, and on the Continent two incidents emphasized the need for a national, and perhaps for a world, solution of the Jewish problem.

FOREIGN JEWISH LAWS

BERLIN, Nov. 11—Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels, minister of propaganda, warned German Jews today that they had to help their comrades in Germany, not on the islands of the British Atlantic Ocean where they were going to have a bad time. Goebbels declared that in the first month of the Jewish community’s existence in Germany, the government had been specifically organized to avoid the formation of a rival Jewish state. Goebbels denied that there had been any preparation for the evacuation of Jews from Germany.

ENSLES MEETS
WEST END HIGH

City Football Title May Be Decided in Grid Contest Tonight

VIRGIN BIRTH IS POSSIBLE, DOCTOR FINDS

PHILADELPHIA, Nov. 11—Medical authorities were astonished today when Dr. Stanley Newman’s experiment that the human ovum can be artificially stimulated to develop into a virgin birth.

By United Press

Dr. Newman plans to add to the stock of Jewish property to pay for the Nazi refugees, but there was no indication of any such action. The government has ordered the expulsion of all Jews from the United States.

More About
Refused Food

(Continued from Page One)

Countless Jews had been removed throughout Germany and Austria in a campaign of destruction which was ended last night by official order. Many thousands of Jews had been arrested. Their synagogues had been burned. Most Jewish shops had been closed. Many Jews had been killed.

Just an hour before, crowds were already forming outside the store windows, but there was no sign of any violence. The stores remained open, and the streets were quiet.

Oppression Reaches Climax

(Continued from Page One)

The legislation would be part of a larger program designed, as Goebbels put it, to provide a “final solution” of the Jewish problem. It was understood that the mass of German Jews was under the most serious preparation, and that their whereabouts would be carefully watched.

The legislation was part of a program designed to bring about the total destruction of the Jewish race. It was understood that the mass of German Jews was under the most serious preparation, and that their whereabouts would be carefully watched.
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